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Abstract
We develop a technique for establishing lower bounds on the sample complexity of Least Squares
(or, Empirical Risk Minimization) for large classes of functions. As an application, we settle an
open problem regarding optimality of Least Squares in estimating a convex set from noisy support
function measurements in dimension d ≥ 6. Specifically, we establish that Least Squares is mimimax sub-optimal, and achieves a rate of Θ̃d (n−2/(d−1) ) whereas the minimax rate is Θd (n−4/(d+3) ).
Keywords: Non-parametric statistics, regression, support function, ERM, Least squares, nonDonsker regime

1. Introduction and main results
Consider the problem of regression where the goal is to estimate a function f ∗ : X → R from
observations (X1 , Y1 ), . . . , (Xn , Yn ) drawn according to the model
Yi = f ∗ (Xi ) + ξi

for i = 1, . . . , n

where X1 , . . . , Xn are design points (fixed or random) and ξ1 , . . . , ξn are i.i.d random variables with
mean zero. Assume that the unknown function f ∗ belongs to a known convex class of functions F.
The most natural and basic estimator in this setting is the Least Squares Estimator (LSE)
fˆn ∈ argmin
f ∈F

n
X

(Yi − f (Xi ))2 ,

i=1

which is also the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) under Gaussian noise. It is customary to
evaluate the performance of fˆn via the risk
n

2
1 Xˆ
∗ 2
∗
ˆ
kfn − f kPn :=
fn (Xi ) − f (Xi )
n

(1)

i=1

in the fixed-design setting where X1 , . . . , Xn are assumed to be non-random points in X , and via
Z 
2
∗ 2
ˆ
kfn − f kP :=
fˆn (x) − f ∗ (x) dP(x)
(2)
X
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i.i.d

in the random design setting where X1 , . . . , Xn ∼ P. We shall focus on the optimality of the LSE
as measured in the minimax sense (see e.g., Tsybakov (2003)) via the worst-case risk
RPn (fˆn , F) := sup Ef ∗ kfˆn − f ∗ k2Pn
f ∗ ∈F

or RP (fˆn , F) := sup Ef ∗ kfˆn − f ∗ k2P ,
f ∗ ∈F

in the fixed and random designs, respectively.
The accuracy of the LSE is one of the most basic questions in statistics (van de Geer, 2000;
Birgé and Massart, 1993; Koltchinskii, 2011; van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996). Typical results
impose conditions on the metric entropy on (natural subsets of) the class F. We shall denote the
-metric entropy of a class G of functions under the L2 (Q) pseudometric by log N (, G, Q). Here
N (, G, Q) is the minimal cardinality of a set N of functions such that for any g ∈ G there exists a
g 0 ∈ N with kg − g 0 kQ ≤ .
It is convenient to isolate the existing results on the LSE into two categories depending on
whether the class of functions F is in the Donsker regime or in the non-Donsker regime. By the
Donsker (or, more precisely, P-Donsker) regime, we mean that the L2 (P) metric entropy of natural
totally bounded subsets of F grows as −p for some p < 2.1 In contrast, for the non-Donsker
regime, the entropy grows as −p for some p > 2.
It should be noted that the two regimes can often occur in different settings of the same general
problem. For example, the class of support functions of compact, convex subsets of Rd is Donsker
for d ≤ 4 and non-Donsker for d ≥ 6. We shall revisit this example in detail in Section 2.
In the Donsker regime, it is well-known that the LSE achieves the rate n−2/(2+p) , which is the
minimax rate of convergence, under minimal assumptions (Barron et al., 1999). Thus, the LSE is
minimax optimal when the class F is Donsker with respect to P or Pn . In contrast, the minimax
optimality of the LSE in the non-Donsker regime remains unresolved. In a fundamental paper, Birgé
and Massart (1993) proved that in the non-Donsker regime, the rate of convergence of the LSE is
bounded from above by n−1/p . However, it is also well-known (see e.g., Yang and Barron (1999))
that the minimax rate of estimation is still n−2/(2+p) .
It was first observed in (Birgé and Massart, 1993, Section 4) and later in Birgé (2006) that it
is possible to design “pathological” function classes F where the LSE provably achieves a risk of
Θ̃(n−1/p ). However, for a general non-Donsker class F, the fundamental question of whether the
rate of convergence of the LSE is n−1/p or n−2/(2+p) (or some intermediate rate) is unresolved.
Some important progress on this open problem has been made in the recent papers (Kur et al.,
2019; Han, 2019; Carpenter et al., 2018; Han et al., 2019). Specifically, these papers have shown
that there exist “natural” non-Donsker families of functions (including the class of bounded convex
functions on a smooth domain in Rd for d ≥ 3, the class of multivariate Isotonic functions over Rd
for d ≥ 2, etc.) where the LSE achieves the minimax rate of n−2/(2+p) , in contrast to the pessimistic
upper bound of n−1/p .
In this paper, we give a recipe for establishing a lower bound for the LSE’s risk for convex families of functions in the non-Donsker regime both in fixed and random design. As an application,
we complement the aforementioned recent results by proving that there also exist other “natural”
non-Donsker families of functions (such as the class of support functions of compact convex subsets
of Rd for d ≥ 6) where the LSE cannot achieve a rate faster than n−1/p , up to logarithmic multiplicative factors. In other words, for these non-Donsker classes, the LSE is provably suboptimal.
1. In this section, for brevity we may omit constants that may depend on p.
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We start by stating assumptions that imply sub-optimality of LSE in a fixed design. Then, we
extend these assumption to the random design setting. These assumptions will be verified for the
case of support functions in Section 2.
Throughout, we assume that F is a convex family of functions. Also, in the remainder of the
paper, we assume for simplicity that ξ ∼ N (0, 1); see Remark 5 for more general assumptions on
the noise. We employ the notation a . b to mean inequality up to a constant that may depend on p.
Let
BPn (f0 , t) := {f ∈ F : kf − f0 kPn ≤ t}
and for a set of functions G on X , the Gaussian width of G is defined, conditionally on X1 , . . . , Xn ,
as
n
1X
W̄(G) := E sup
gi f (Xi ),
(3)
f ∈G n
i=1

where g1 , . . . , gn are i.i.d. N (0, 1).
We are now ready to state our key structural assumptions.
Assumptions: Fixed design Let p > 2 and n & 1. Assume there are two functions f0 , f(n) ∈ F
such that for some β, γ ≥ 0,
log N (, BPn (f0 , 2), Pn ) & −p

∀  & n−1/p log(n)γ .

(4)

Furthermore, suppose
kf(n) − f0 kPn . n
where sp,γ =

γ p
2(2

− p1

log(n)−sp,γ .  ≤ t . n

1
− 2p

√

p·sp,γ

n log(n)

log(n)

− βp −

W̄(BPn (f(n) , t)) . n
−

log(n)−sp,γ ,

(5)

− 1), and either
log N (, BPn (f(n) , t), Pn ) .

for every n

1
− 2p

1

−β−

1
− 2p

3sp,γ
2


  
1 β t p
log



(6)

or a weaker condition
β

log(n) p

+sγ,p

t,

(7)

3sp,γ

2
for some t . n 2p log(n) p
holds.
The following theorem establishes that the rate of convergence of the LSE equals n−1/p , up to
a poly-logarithmic multiplicative factor, under the aforementioned assumptions.

Theorem 1 Assume that F is a convex class of functions satisfying (4), (5), and either (6) or (7)
holds for some p > 2 and n & 1. Then the following holds:
1

−
−
RPn (fˆn , F) & n p log(n)

2β
−3sp,γ
p

.

We shall next extend Theorem 1 to the case of random design, where the design points X1 , . . . , Xn
are independent with common distribution P. It is sufficient for our purposes to establish nearisometry: with high probability,
∀f, g ∈ F,

1
kf − gkPn − dn ≤ kf − gkP ≤ 2kf − gkPn + dn
2
3

(8)
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for some remainder dn that decays to zero with increasing n. In the case of uniformly bounded
functions, sufficient conditions for the two-sided inequality (8) can be found in the literature on local
Rademacher averages (see e.g., (Bousquet, 2002; Bartlett et al., 2005)), while the right-hand side
of (8) holds under weaker conditions (Koltchinskii and Mendelson, 2013; Mendelson, 2014, 2017).
For the purpose of proving lower bounds for random design, however, we need the more demanding
left-hand side of (8). Hence, we shall assume that functions in F are uniformly bounded.
In addition, we assume the growth of Koltchinskii-Pollard entropy
sup sup log N (, F, Q) . −p

(9)

n∈N Q∈Pn

where Pn denotes the set of all probability measures supported on finite subsets of X of cardinality
at most n. Under this assumption, with high probability dn . (log n)2 n−1/p (Rakhlin et al., 2017).
This will allow us to reduce the random design setting to a fixed design and use Theorem 1, since
the remainder (dn )2 is of the lower order than n−1/p .2
To establish a lower bound for LSE in random design, we may verify that above assumptions
(4), (5), (6) hold with high probability for random measures Pn and employ near-isometry for the
distance between LSE and the regression function. Alternatively, it may be easier to verify the
corresponding assumptions in the population. We now state this latter approach.
First, recall that bracketing number N[] (, G, P) is the minimal cardinality of a set N[], of pairs
of functions (g − , g + ) such that kg + − g − kP ≤ , and for any g ∈ G there exists (g − , g + ) ∈ N[],
such that g − ≤ g ≤ g + .
Assumptions: Random design Let p > 2. Assume there exists a function f0 ∈ F such that for
every integer m & 1, there exists f(m) ∈ F such that
log N (, BP (f0 , 2), P) & −p
and

− p1

kf(m) − f0 kP . m

∀ ≥ 0

.

(10)

(11)

Furthermore, for some β ≥ 0

  
1 β t p
log N[] (, BP (f(m) , t), P) . m log
,



(12)

for every 0 <  ≤ t . log(m)−β/p m−1/p .
We remark that assumption (10) is satisfied for non-Donsker classes of functions: see (Yang and
Barron, 1999, Lemma 3) for the proof of existence.
The following is our lower bound for the random-design setting:
Corollary 2 Assume that F is a convex class of uniformly bounded functions satisfying (9), (10),
(11), and (12) for some p > 2 and n & 1. Then
1

−
−
RP (fˆn , F) & n p log(n)

2β
−3( p2 −1)
p

.

2. For some families of functions it might be possible to relax the additional assumptions of uniform boundedness and
(9) and achieve a similar result to Corollary 2, see for example Kur et al. (2020)
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1.1. The ideas behind our assumptions
Assumption (10) says that the function f0 is “complex” in that its local neighborhood is as complex
as the entire function class F when log N (, F, P) ∼ −p . The assumption (11) states that f0 is
approximated by f(m) up to the accuracy m−1/p for every m. The assumption (12) captures the
“simplicity” of the functions f(m) in relation to the complex function f0 satisfying (10). Note that
when t = O(), the right hand side of (12) is logarithmic in  (assuming that m is not too large)
while the right hand side of (10) is polynomial in 1/. Thus the local neighborhood of f(m) is
smaller than that of f0 and in this sense f(m) is simpler than f0 . Note also that there is a factor of m
on the right hand side of (12) which means that the complexity of the functions f(m) increases with
m.
There exist natural non-Donsker function classes F which satisfy (10), (11) and (12). In Section
2, we show that the class of support functions of compact convex sets in Rd satisfies these assumptions with f0 being the support function of the unit ball and f(m) the support function of a regular
polytopal approximation to the unit ball with m vertices.
The proof of Theorem 1 will reveal that fˆn achieves the rate n−1/p (up to logarithmic factors)
when the regression function is in the class {f(m) , m ≥ 1}. In fact, the specific function achieving
√
√
the rate n−1/p is f ∗ = f(m) for m ∼ n. It is interesting to note that for m ∼ n and t2 ∼ n−1/p ,
the local neighborhood BPn (f(m) , t) has the same metric entropy as the right hand side of (10). Our
main technical insight is that the sub-optimality occurs at a function f ∗ = f(m) instead of perhaps
a more natural candidate function such as f0 (we actually believe that the rate at f0 may be equal to
n−2/(2+p) ).
1.2. Discussion: the non-Donsker regime, revisited
From the recent results on families in the non-Donsker regime (Kur et al., 2019; Han, 2019; Carpenter et al., 2018; Kur et al., 2020; Han et al., 2019) and the present results, the LSE may be optimal or
sub-optimal in the non-Donsker regime for natural classes of functions, even if uniformly bounded.
These results also indicate that LSE achieves a risk that equals to the Gaussian complexity of the
class, up to a constant that depends on dimension. Namely, in contrast to the Donsker regime, there
is no localization. In the problem of convex regression with uniformly bounded functions and Euclidean ball as domain, as well as in multiple isotopic regression, the minimax rate equals to the
Gaussian complexity of the family. In contrast, by Theorem 3, for support function regression and
for convex uniformly bounded regression (or Lipshitz-convex regression) with support on the cube
(Kur et al., 2020), the Guassian complexity differs from the minimax rate.

2. Application: Sub-optimality of Least Squares for estimating a convex set from
noisy support function measurements
In this section, we shall use Corollary 2 to resolve a long-standing open problem on the suboptimality of the least squares estimator in the problem of estimating a convex set in dimension
d ≥ 6 from noisy support function measurements; see for example (Gardner et al., 2006; Brunel,
2016, 2013; Brunel et al., 2018; Guntuboyina, 2012; Fisher et al., 1997; Balázs et al., 2015; Soh and
Chandrasekaran, 2019). Let us first recall that the support function hK : Sd−1 → R of a compact
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convex set K in Rd is defined as
hK (u) = max hx, ui
x∈K

for u ∈ Sd−1 := {u : kuk = 1}.

The support function uniquely determines the compact convex set K and is a fundamental object in
convex geometry (see, for example, (Schneider, 2014, Section 1.7) or (Rockafellar, 1970, Section
13)). Consider now the problem of estimating an unknown compact, convex set K ∗ from observations (X1 , Y1 ), . . . , (Xn , Yn ) drawn according to the model:
Yi = hK ∗ (Xi ) + ξi

for i = 1, . . . n

where X1 , . . . , Xn are design points (fixed or random) and ξ1 , . . . , ξn are i.i.d. N (0, 1). Recovery
of K ∗ is a fundamental problem in geometric tomography (Prince and Willsky, 1990; Gardner,
2006). The natural estimator in this problem is the least squares estimator defined by
K̂n ∈ argmin
K∈C

n
X

(Yi − hK (Xi ))2

i=1

where C denotes the class of all compact, convex sets in Rd . Basic properties and algorithms for
computing K̂n can be found in (Prince and Willsky, 1990; Lele et al., 1992) and (Kiderlen et al.,
2008). Rigorous accuracy results for K̂n as an estimator of K ∗ ⊂ Bd (here Bd denotes the unitEuclidean ball) were proved in (Gardner et al., 2006). Specifically, (Gardner et al., 2006, Corollary
5.7) proved that, under the fixed design setting of any X1 , . . . , Xn (fixed points) that form a well1
separated set (i.e. a set of n points on the unit-sphere that are at least c(d)n− d−1 far from each
other),

−4/(d+3)

for d = 2, 3, 4
n
2
khK̂n − hK ∗ kPn = OP (βn ) where βn = n−4/(d+3) · log n for d = 5
(13)

 −2/(d−1)
n
for d ≥ 6.
Complementarily, Guntuboyina (2012) proved that the minimax rate of estimation in this problem (under the same fixed design version of the problem and the k · kPn loss function) equals
Θd (n−4/(d+3) ) for all d ≥ 2. These two results combined imply that the least squares estimator K̂n
is minimax optimal for d = 2, 3, 4 and nearly minimax optimal (up to the logarithmic multiplicative
factor log n) for d = 5. However, there is a gap between the upper bound n−2/(d−1) on the rate
of convergence of the least squares estimator (13) and the minimax rate n−4/(d+3) for d ≥ 6. This
gap has remained open since the paper Gardner et al. (2006) where it was suggested that the upper
bound is accurate and that the least squares estimator is indeed minimax suboptimal for d ≥ 6. The
goal of this section is to confirm the conjecture of Gardner et al. (2006).
Specifically, we use Corollary 2 to prove that the LSE is suboptimal for d ≥ 6, in the sense that
there exist sets for which the rate of convergence for LSE is bounded from below by n−2/(d−1) up
to a logarithmic multiplicative factor. Moreover, in this result, f0 will be the d−dimensional ball,
and the sets {Km }∞
m=d+1 ⊂ C will be “regular” polytopes that form an optimal approximation to
the ball with m ≥ d + 1 vertices (see Lemma 15 for more details).
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Corollary 3 Let d ≥ 6. Suppose X1 , . . . , Xn ∼ P, where P is the uniform distribution3 on Sd−1 .
There exist a positive constants, Cd , γd depending only on d such that
sup EK ∗ khK̂n − hK ∗ k2P ≥ Cd n−2/(d−1) log(n)−γd ,

K ∗ ∈C(1)

where C(1) is the set of all compact convex sets that are contained in the unit Euclidean ball in Rd .
Observe that here the LSE in not restricted to C(1), i.e. hK̂n can return any convex set in Rd .
Finally, the proof of the above corollary can be modified to hold for any fixed design of n
well-separated points. The modification will follow from the fact that n well-separated points are a
discrete approximation to the uniform measure on the sphere. Therefore, we settle the question in
(Gardner et al., 2006).
Notation Throughout this text, c, C with subscripts are positive absolute constants that do not
depend on the dimension d. Additionally, positive constants that only depend on the dimension or
on p are explicitly denoted, respectively, by c(d), C(d), c(p), C(p). These constants may change
from line to line, and from section to section. Bd denotes the unit Euclidean ball in Rd . Õ(·), Ω̃(·)
denotes behavior up to logarithmic factors in n or .

3. Proofs
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Our main technical tool is the following important result of Chatterjee (2014) which gives sharp
upper and lower bounds for the accuracy of an LSE over a convex family of functions in the fixeddesign setting. We use the following notation in this result.
Theorem 4 ( Theorem 1.1 Chatterjee (2014)) Let F be a convex family of functions and consider
the LSE for the fixed design setting. Let
tf := argmax Hf (t)
t≥0

where Hf (t) := W̄(BPn (f, t)) −

Then, tf is unique, Hf (·) is a concave function, and we have
n
o
P 0.5t2f ≤ kfˆn − f k2Pn ≤ 2t2f ≥ 1 − 3pn ,

t2
.
2

(14)

(15)



where pn = exp −cnt2f .
Remark 5 Based on the proof of (Chatterjee, 2014, Thm 1.1), the assumption on g = (g1 , . . . , gn ) ∼
N (0, In×n ) can be relaxed to any isotropic random vector that satisfies a convex Lipshitz concentration inequality (Adamczak, 2015; Boucheron
et al., 2013). Also, the same result for an isotropic
√ 2
log-concave noise with pn = exp −c ntf follows from the recent result of Lee and Vempala
(2018), which is a concentration inequality for Lipshitz functions for isotropic log-concave distributions. Finally, we remark that for zero-mean ξ with variance σ 2 , all our results scale by σ 2 .
3. Or for any density g(x) on the sphere, such that g(x) ≥ c1 for all x ∈ Sd−1 .
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The proof of Theorem 1 is reduced to the following “two points” lemma that is mainly based on
Theorem 4. The notation f(n) is to emphasize the fact that f(n) is a function that is chosen based on
the number of samples.
Lemma 6 [Lower bound for fixed design] Let f0 , f(n) ∈ F, and rn ≥ Cn−1/4 , δn , wn , sn be
2

rn
positive constants. Also, let wn0 = max{ 8δ
, wn }, and assume the following:
n

• W̄(BPn (f0 , sn )) ≥ rn2
• kf(n) − f0 kPn ≤ δn , and rn ≤ 2δn , sn ≤ δn .
• W̄(BPn (f(n) , t)) ≤ wn0 t for some t ≤

4
rn
2 w0 .
16δn
n

Then, when Yi = f(n) (xi ) + ξi , the following holds with high probability
kfˆn − f(n) k2Pn ≥ c · min



rn8 rn4
,
δn4 wn2 δn2


.

Proof [Proof of Lemma 6] By Theorem 4, it is enough to show that tf(n) is greater than
Namely, the functional Hf(n) (·) attains its unique maximum on a tf(n) ≥
second assumption and the upper bound on δn , we see that

4
rn
2w .
16δn
n

4
rn
2w .
16δn
n

First, using the

BPn (f0 , sn ) ⊆ BPn (f(n) , kf(n) − f0 kPn + sn ) ⊆ BPn (f(n) , 2δn ).
By the convexity of F, the function t 7→ W̄(BPn (f(n) , t))/t is nonincreasing. Therefore, by the
first assumption and the above inclusion, for all t ≤ 2δn
W̄(BPn (f(n) , t)) ≥

rn2
t.
2δn

Now, by the last equation and the second assumption, we know that for t1 =

Hf(n) (

rn2
2δn

) = W̄(BPn (f(n) ,

rn2
2δn

)) −

2
rn
2δn

2

2

Finally, by the last assumption, we know that for t2 =
Hf(n) (


≥

rn2
2δn

4
rn
2 w0
16δn
n


·

rn2
2δn


−

2
rn
2δn
2
rn
2δn

≤ 2δn

2

2

≥

rn4
.
8δn2

< t1 the following holds:

rn4
rn4
rn4
rn4
0
)
≤
W̄(B
(f
,
))
≤
w
=
.
P
(n)
n
n
16δn2 wn0
16δn2 wn0
16δn2 wn0
16δn2

Since Hf(n) (·) is concave in t, we conclude by the last two equations that tf(n) ≥
claim follows from Theorem 4.

4
rn
2 w0
16δn
n

and the

In addition to Lemma 6, we need the following two standard facts (which can be found, for
example, in Koltchinskii (2011)) to prove Theorem 1.
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Lemma 7 (Sudakov Minoration) There exists a universal positive constant C such that the following holds for any class F of real-valued functions:
o
n p
C
W̄(F) ≥ √ sup  log N (, F, Pn ) .
n >0
Lemma 8 (Dudley Integral) There exists a universal positive constant C such that the following
holds for any class F of real-valued functions:
!
Z diam(F ,Pn )/2 p
1
W̄(F) ≤ C inf  + √
log N (u, F, Pn )du ,
>0
n 
where diam(F, Pn ) is the diameter of F with respect to L2 (Pn ).
Proof [Proof of Theorem 1] We aim to apply Lemma 6. In order to satisfy its first assumption, we
need to estimate the Gaussian width of BPn (f0 , C3 n−1/p log(n)γ ). By Lemma 7 and Eq. (10)

 q
C
−1/p
γ
−1/p
γ
log(n) , Pn )
W̄(BPn (f0 , C3 n
log(n) )) ≥ √
sup
 log N (, BPn (f0 , C3 n
n ≥C1 n−1/p log(n)γ
≥ c3 (p)n

− p1

p

log(n)−γ( 2 −1) ,
(16)

where we chose  = C1 n−1/p log(n)γ . Now, we aim to upper bound W̄(BPn (f(n) , t)) when
t = c1 (p)n

1
− 2p

− βp − 3γ
( p −1)
2 2

log(n)

,

for some suitable c1 (p). By using Lemma 8, and Eq. (11), we see that


Z tq
1
W̄(BPn (f(n) , t)) ≤ C inf  + √
log N (u, BPn (f(n) , t), Pn )du
>0
n 


p
β !2
1
γ p
Z t
2p log(n) 2 ( 2 −1) log(u−1 ) p
tn
C
(p)
2
du
≤ C inf  + √
>0
u
n 

! p2 
β
1
γ p
2p log(−1 ) p log(n) 2 ( 2 −1)
C
(p)
tn
3
≤ C inf  + √

>0

n
≤ C4 (p)n

1
− 2p

β

log(n) p

+ γ2 ( p2 −1)

(17)

t,

where we used the fact that p > 2 and set
 = C1 (p)n

1
− 2p

β

log(n) p

+ γ2 ( p2 −1)

t = C2 (p)n

− p1

p

log(n)−γ( 2 −1) .

Hence, it is enough to assume (7) in place of (6). Finally, we can apply Lemma 6 with the following
parameters:
γ p
−1
kf(n) − f0 kPn ≤ c1 (p)n 2p log(n)− 2 ( 2 −1) =: δn ,
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where we used Eq. (6). Also, we set sn = C5 (p)n−1/p log(n)γ ,
rn2 = min{c3 (p), c1 (p)/8}n
and
wn = C4 (p)n

1
− 2p

− p1

β

log(n) p

p

log(n)−γ( 2 −1)
+ γ2 ( p2 −1)

.

Therefore, Lemma 6 gives that
RP (fˆn , F) ≥ c5 (p)

n
n

− p1

1
− 2p

p

log(n)−γ( 2 −1)
log

β
+ γ2 ( p2 −1)
p

!2
&n

− p1

log(n)

− 2β
−3γ( p2 −1)
p

,

(n)

and the claim follows.

3.2. Proof of Corollary 2
For completeness, we state a consequence of (van de Geer, 2000, Thm 5.11) (see Appendix for a
proof).
Lemma 9 Let G be a family of functions uniformly bounded by one, and P be some probability
measure. For any f ∈ G and t ≥ 0, let ε(f, t) be the stationary point of
Z tq
1
√
log N[] (u, BP (f, t), P)du = δ
n δ
c

for some absolute constant c > 0. Then, for any ε ≥ ε(f, t) the following holds with probability of
at least 1 − C exp(−cnε2 ):
W̄(BP (f, t)) . ε + n−1/2 .
pγ p
√
Proof [Proof of Corollary 2] First, we take m = C(p) n log(n) 2 ( 2 −1) in (11) and set f(n) :=
f(m) . By using Eq. (8) and the estimate dn . (log n)2 n−1/p from (Rakhlin et al., 2017), we see
that with high probability,
kf(n) − f0 kPn ≤ 2kf(n) − f0 kP + C log2 (n)n

− p1

.n

1
− 2p

γ

p

log(n) 2 ( 2 −1) .

Thus Eq. (5) holds for f(n) . Next, by using Eq. (8), it is easy to see that Eq. (4) hold with γ = 2. It
remains to show that (7) holds.
First, by Eq. (8), we know that for t ≥ Cdn the following holds:
W̄(BPn (f(n) , t)) ≤ W̄(BP (f(n) , 2t + dn )) ≤ W̄(BP (f(n) , 4t)).
To estimate the last term, we use our bracketing assumption along with the uniform boundedness of
functions in F. These assumptions let us apply Lemma 9 that yields an upper bound on this term.
In order to upper bound ε(f(n) , 4t) (the fixed point of Lemma 9), we use Eq. (12) and derive that
1
√
n

4t

Z
ε
c

1

γ

p

β

tn 2p log(n) 2 ( 2 −1) log(u−1 ) p
u

! p2

1
du . √
n

10

1

β

γ

p

tn 2p log(n) p log(n) 2 ( 2 −1)
ε

! p2
ε
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where in the last inequality we used the fact that p > 2 and ε ≥ 1/n. Setting the right-hand side
equal to ε, we find an upper bound on the fixed point
ε(f(n) , 4t) . n
−

−β−

1

1
− 2p

β

log p

+ γ2 ( p2 −1)

(n)t.

3sp,γ

2
and apply Lemma 9 with ε ∼ n−1/p log(n)−γ(p/2−1) , conWe now set t ∼ n 2p log(n) p
cluding that with probability of at least 1 − C exp(−cΩ̃(n1−2/p ))

W̄(BP (f(n) , 4t)) . ε ∼ n

1
− 2p

β

log p

+ γ2 ( p2 −1)

(n)t.

Hence, all the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold with high probability. Therefore, by Eq. (8) and
Theorem 1, we conclude that
1
1
kfˆn − f ∗ k2P ≥ kfˆn − f ∗ k2Pn − 2d2n ≥ kfˆn − f ∗ k2Pn
4
8
&n

− p1

− 2β
−3γ( p2 −1)
p

log(n)

,

and the claim follows.

3.3. Proof of Corollary 3
Throughout this subsection P denotes the uniform measure on the sphere. In this proof we will use
the following auxiliary lemmas:
Lemma 10 (Bronshtein (1976); Dudley (1999)) The following holds for all 0 <  < 1,
2−d −

d−1
2

≤ log N2 (, C(1), P) ≤ log N∞ (, C(1), P) ≤ Cd5/2 −

d−1
2

,

where log N∞ (, C(1), P) denotes covering with respect to k · k∞ .
Lemma 11 (Bronshtein (1976); Dudley (1999)) Let hBd be the support of function of the unit
ball in Rd , that is hBd ≡ 1. Then for any 0 ≤  ≤ c, there exists a set of cardinality M (, d) ≥
−d −(d−1)/2
210 
, denoted by h1 , . . . , hKM (,d) , that has the following properties:
• ∀ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M (, d): khKi − hKj kP ≥ .
• ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ M (, d): khKi − hBd kP ≤ 8.
Definition 12 We say that f : Rd → R is a k-piecewise simplicial linear if f is a convex piecewise
linear function and its support can be written as a union of k-simplicials, and f is linear in each of
them.
For the following lemma, let Pd be the regular simplex with d + 1 faces that contains the unit
Euclidean ball, with vertices at distance d from the origin.
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Lemma 13 (Theorem 4.4 in Kur et al. (2020) ) Let F(Γ, Pd ) be the family of all the convex functions that are uniformly bounded by Γ > 0, and their domain is a simplex. Let fk ∈ F(Γ, Pd ) be k
piecewise simplicial linear. Then, the following bound holds for 0 ≤  ≤ t:

N[] (, BUnif (fk , t), Unif) ≤ C(d) (t/)d/2 logd+1 −1 log(Γ)
where BUnif (fk , t) ⊂ F(M, Pd ) and Unif denotes the Lebesgue volume measure.
In order to prove Corollary 3, we first prove that when we restrict the LSE to C(C1 · d) (here C1
is some absolute constant) we achieve the desired bound:
Lemma 14 For every d ≥ 6, n ≥ C(d), the following holds
argmin

n
X

(Yi − hK (Xi ))2 ≥ c(d) logγd (n)n−2/(d−1) ,

(18)

K∈C(C1 ·d) i=1

whenever K ∗ ∈ C(1).
Then, in Subsection B.2, we prove that with high probability,
argmin
K∈C

n
X

(Yi − hK (Xi ))2 = argmin

n
X

(Yi − hK (Xi ))2

K∈C(C1 ·d) i=1

i=1

whenever K ∗ ∈ C(1), and therefore Corollary 3 follows.
Proof [Proof of Lemma 14] Let hK ∈ C(1) and t > 0, denote by
BP (hK , t) := {L ∈ C(C1 · d) : khK − hL kP ≤ t}.
We will need the following Lemma (its proof appears in Section B.1).
Lemma 15 (The regular polytope lemma) For every m ≥ 4d , d ≥ 2 there exists a polytope
Pm,d ⊂ Bd with m vertices that satisfies the following:
2

1. khPm,d (x) − 1k∞ ≤ C1 m− d−1
2. log N[] (, BP (hPm,d , t), P) ≤ C(d)m log(−1 )d


t (d−1)/2


for all 0 ≤  ≤ t.

Now, observe that the family is uniformly bounded by C1 · d. Therefore, we can invoke Corollary
2 with f(m) = hPm,d , β = d, f0 = hBd , and p = d−1
2 . By Lemmas 10, 11, and 15, we satisfy all
the corollary’s assumptions (observe that an upper bound on ∞-covering implies that Koltchinski2
Pollard entropy satisfies the same upper bound). Thus R(ĥK̂n , C(1)) ≥ Ω̃(n− d−1 ), and the claim
follows.
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Appendix A. Auxiliary results and basic facts
Proof [Proof of Lemma 9] Under the conditions of the Lemma, (van de Geer, 2000, Thm 5.11)
implies that for the fixed point ε,
sup
g∈BP (f,t)

Pn (g) − P(g) . ε,

with probability of at least 1 − C exp(−c(n(ε/t)2 )) ≥ 1 − C exp(−cnε2 ) since t ≤ 1 due to
uniform boundedness. Now, using de-symetrization argument (e.g. (Koltchinskii, 2011)), we know
that
1
EW̄(BP (f, t)) − √ . E sup Pn (g) − P(g) . ε.
n
g∈BP (f,t)
Therefore, in expectation we have the desired bound. Since the class in uniformly bounded by one,
we can apply McDiarmid’s inequality which gives


Pr W̄(BP (f, t)) − C(n−1/2 + ε) ≥ u ≤ exp(−cnu2 )
and by setting u = C(ε + n−1/2 ) the claim follows.
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Lemma 16 (Jacobian of the radial function, see for example Schneider and Weil (2008)) Let H =
{x ∈ Rd : xT u = h} be a d − 1 hyper-plane and any integrable f : H → R, the following holds
for the radial function R(x) = x/kxk:
uT x
f (x)
dx =
kxkd
H

Z

Z

f (R−1 (x))dS(x).

R(H)

Lemma 17 (Basic facts on the support function, see for example (Artstein-Avidan et al., 2015))
• For every K ∈ C(1), the function hK can be extended to the whole of Rd via hK (x) =
kxkhK (x/kxk) and this extension makes hK a convex and 1-Lipschitz function on Rd .
• For any λ > 0, K ∈ C the following holds for all x ∈ Rd : hλK (x) = λhK (x).

Appendix B.
B.1. Proof of Lemma 15
In this proof, we denote by BG (x, r) a geodesic ball on the sphere with center x and radius r. Let
V := {vi }si=1 be a set of vertices of size m ≤ s ≤ 400d ln(d)m with norm one. This set is a
1
1
m− d−1 -net on Sd−1 with the following property: In any geodesic ball with radius of m− d−1 on
the sphere there are at most 400d ln(d) points. When m ≥ C d such a set exists by (Böröczky and
Wintsche, 2003).
Now, we define a polytope Pm,d := conv{V}. First, observe that for each x ∈ Rd the following
holds:
hPm,d (x) = max kxkkvk cos(∠(x, vπ )) = kxk cos(∠(x, vπ )),
(19)
v∈V

where vπ is the closest point in the net to x/kxk. Then, using the fact that cos(t) = 1−t2 /2+O(t4 ),
we know that when m ≥ C1d , for all u ∈ Sd−1
0 ≤ 1 − hPm,d (u) ≤ Cm−2/(d−1)
and the first part of the Lemma follows.
Now, we prove the last part of Lemma 15, that is an upper bound on the entropy numbers. Let
us consider the support function when it is restricted to the facets of regular simplex Pd , denoted by
Sk , 1 ≤ k ≤ d + 1. Now we prove the following:
Lemma 18 For any k ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1}, hPm,d : Sk → R is at most C ln(d)m piecewise linear,
and every piece has at most C(d ln(d))2 4d−1 (d − 2)- facets.
Proof
First, we use the Voronoi cells of the vertices V when they are restricted to Sd−1 , that is each
cell, denoted by C(vi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ |V|, is defined by
C(vi ) := {x ∈ Sd−1 : kvi − xk ≤ kvj − xk ∀j 6= i}.
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Pd
C(vi )

Pm,d

vi

Sd−1

Sk
<latexit sha1_base64="ccuzhMDpTp7gnW9upXOUxRzfbdI=">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</latexit>

Figure 1: Illustration of the proof. The function hPm,d is linear on the set R−1 (C(vi )) (in blue) and
convex piece-wise linear on Sk .

By Eq. (19) we know that for each x ∈ Rd the value of hPm,d is attained on the closest vi ∈ V to
x/kxk (since all the vertices of Pn,d have the same norm). Thus, we can write
Sk =

|V|
[

R−1 (C(vi )) ∩ Sk

i=1

where R denotes the radial function from Pd to Sd−1 . Moreover, observe that
hPm,d : R−1 (C(vi ))(x) ≡ viT x.
Since hPm,d : Sk → R is a convex function, we conclude that it i also piecewise linear. Due to the
regularity of the net V, we know that number of pieces can be bounded by 2|V|/(d+1) ≤ C ln(d)m.
Next, observe that the number of d − 2 facets of each piece, which corresponds to some vi ∈ V,
is determined by the number of neighbors of the Voronoi cell C(vi ). By the construction of V, it can
be bounded by C(d ln(d))2 4d−1 . To see this, since V is a m−1/(d−1) -net, clearly all the neighbors
of vi ∈ V lie in BG (vi , 4). Moreover, we can bound the number of vertices in this ball by
|{v ∈ V : v ∈ BG (vi , 4)}| ≤ 400d ln(d) · |N (, BG (vi , 4), Unif)|
≤ C(d ln(d))2 4d−1 ,
and the claim follows.
Now, we are ready to prove Lemma 15. It is easy see that each hPm,d : Sk → R is uniformly
bounded by d (since K ⊂ Bd implies that hK restricted to Sk is bounded by d). Moreover,
since we assume that all hL ∈ BP (hK , t) are bounded in C1 d, we also know that our family is
√
uniformly bounded by Cd2 . Now, recall that all of hPm,d C m/(d − 1)-pieces have at most
√
(Cd ln(d))2 4(d−1) facets, hence, it is also C(d) m piecewise simplicial linear. Thus, we can apply

Lemma 13 and find a (d + 1)−1/2 -net, denoted by {fk,j }Sj=1
, with respect to Unif(Sk ), where
S := log N[] ((d + 1)

−1/2

 (d−1)/2
t
.
)


−1 d

, BUnif(Sk ) (hPm,d , t), Unif(Sk )) ≤ C(d)m log(
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Recall that we aim to bound the entropy numbers of the the support function on the sphere. Therefore, we use the radial function to project each facet Sk onto the sphere, and show that the set of
functions

{kR−1 (x)k−1 fk,j (R−1 (x))}Sj=1
forms an (d + 1)−1/2 -net on BUnif(R(Sk )) (hPm,d , t) with respect to uniform measure.
Let hK ∈ C(C1 · d) (which is convex and bounded by one) that is at least (d + 1)−1/2  far from
hPm,d , when the support functions are restricted to R(Sk ). Denote by hπ,K the closest member to
the hK with respect to Unif(Sk ) in the aforementioned set. Then,
sZ
(hK (x) − kR−1 (x)k−1 hπ,K (R−1 (x))2 dS(x)

R(Sk )

sZ
=

kR−1 (x)k−2 (hK (R−1 (x)) − hπ,K (R−1 (x)))2 dS(x)

R(Sk )

sZ
=

uT x
(hK (x) − hπ,K (x))2 i d+2 dx ≤
kxk
Sk

sZ

(hK (x) − hπ,K (x))2 dx ≤ (d + 1)−1/2 ,

Sk

where we used the homogeneity of the support function, and Lemma 16. Therefore, we found
our desired net. Now, we can use (Gao and Wellner, 2017, Lemma 2.8), and conclude that for all
0≤≤t
log N[] (, BP (hPm,d , t), P) ≤

d+1
X
k=1
d+1
X

log N[] ( √


, BUnif(R(Sk )) (hPm,d , t), Unif(R(Sk )))
d+1


, BSk (hPm,d , t), Unif(Sk ))
d+1
k=1
 (d−1)/2
−1 d t
≤ C(d)m log( )
,

≤

log N[] ( √

and the claim follows.
B.2. Reduction to Lemma 14
We will show that when K ∗ ∈ C(1), the LSE only considers convex sets in C(C1 · d). First, observe
that the score of hK ∗ is bounded by 5 when n is large enough. To see this,
!
n
n
X
X
n−1
(Yi − hK ∗ (Xi ))2 ≤ 2n−1
ξi2 + hK ∗ (Xi )2
i=1
i=1
(20)
Z

1
2
≤2
hK (x)dP(x) + 1 + O( √ ) ≤ 5.
n
Sd−1
where we used the fact that hK ∗ (x) ≤ 1 when x ∈ Sd−1 .
Now, let K ∈
/ C(C1 · d). Then, K has a vertex (denoted by v1 ) with kv1 k2 > C1 d. In this
case for C1 that is large enough, there exists a spherical cap of Sd−1 , denoted by C(v1 ), with center
18
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v1 /kv1 k and normalized surface area of 1/3, such that
hK (u) ≥ 100 ∀u ∈ C(v1 ).
To see this, observe that if C(v1 ) has a normalized surface of 1/3, then it implies that the
geodesic distance between v1 /kv1 k and its boundary is at most π/2 − c2 /(d − 1) (for some fixed
c2 ≥ 0). Thus, for any u ∈ C(v1 ) the following holds:
hK (u) ≥ kv1 k cos(∠(v1 , u)) ≥ C1 d cos(π/2 − c2 /(d − 1))
= C1 d sin(c2 /(d − 1)) ≥ C1 c2 /2,
therefore if we choose C1 to be large enough then hK (u) ≥ 100 for all u ∈ C(v1 ).
Now, using the fact that Xi are i.i.d uniform on the sphere, we know that with probability of at
least 1 − e−cn , there are at least n/4 points in this cap (using concentration for Bernoulli random
variables). Moreover, since ξi ∼ N (0, 1), we know that with high probability, at least 0.49 of the
points that lie in this cap, the ξi are negative. Thus, we conclude that with high probability
n−1

n
X
i=1

(Yi − hK (Xi ))2 ≥ n−1

X

(hK (Xi ) − 1 − ξi )2 ≥ 11.

Xi ∈C(v1 ), ξi ≤0

Using the last equation and Eq. (20), only sets in C(C1 ·d) will be considered, and the claim follows.
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